
Some Common Questions and Facts 

Who can use this Service? 

No registration required, and there are no basic eligibility criteria! You can simply place your order, and 

benefit from our service. 

Simply anybody from any country can use this service to Claim As Seen On Media for themselves, their 

book, company/website, or products/services. 

Are these National Websites of FOX NBC CBS PBS? 

No! Your PR will be published on local affiliate websites of FOX NBC CBS PBS like fox 34, WBOC, KTVN, 

etc. However, you will have full rights to use “As Seen On” FOX NBC CBS PBS, etc. since these are the 

affiliates of these major broadcast networks. 

Can I use As Seen On with Media Logos? 

Yes, you can use As Seen On with Media Logos on your website, book, author profile, social media 

profiles and marketing materials. 

Today, a mere mention or insertion of your company name or quote in some totally random guest post 

written by an independent guest post seller or contributor who does not even represent that business 

journal/magazine/news company like Forbes, INC, and Mashable enables you to use As Seen On Forbes, 

and As Seen On INC to name a few. 

 (Please Note: These Brand names Forbes, INC, and Mashable have nothing to do with selling mentions 

on their site, they are just for reference purpose, they are in fact fighting a war against these 

Independent Guest Post Sellers and Brokers, and have succeeded a lot in removing such contributors 

from their site who take money for mentions) 

Then why not here? 

In fact, a whole fully-dedicated feature post is being published by us about you on those Broadcast news 

network sites. 

If you don’t know, Press Release is one of the oldest forms of Public Relations Tools that date back to 

1906. 

Also, press releases hold more Authority than your Paid Guest Post Articles, since press releases are 

OFFICIAL STATEMENTS issued by the distributor on your behalf. Not some casual guest post article that 

includes 20 quotes from 20 people and mention of 40 companies in one random post. 

In simpler terms, when it comes to “As Seen On Media Services” and “Authority Media Citations 

Services”, Guest Posting Services are Poor Cousins of Authority Media Citations Services that take one to 



two months on average to get the post approved, and charge you Thousands of Dollars for just 

mentioning your name in some random post. 

Hence, you must ask them, how legit their service is, and how ethical is it to claim As Seen On with their 

service. Not Us! 

Are these Links Permanent? 

No! Press release posts are not permanent. They are purged by the news sites after few months, once 

the news becomes old. However, that does not affect your rights to use As Seen On. Because once you 

are cited on these News sites, you have lifelong rights to claim As Seen On (Not applicable in case of a 

refund or cancellation of your order). 

Moreover, if you want, you can take screenshots of your news articles and save them with you as proof. 

Though, it’s not mandatory. 

How to Take Screenshots of News Articles? 

It’s quite easy to take Screenshots of your News Articles, and it totally free. There are many Free 

Website Screenshot tools and Google Chrome Extensions available over the internet, which allow you to 

capture a full screenshot of your published press release. 

What Topics are NOT allowed? 

Criticism, Politics, Political issues, Political Campaign, Lawsuits, Legal Cases, Cryptocurrency, Blockchain, 

CBD, Cannabis-related stuff, Explicit Music, Dating, Porn, Sexually-explicit Content, Adult-oriented 

material, Casino, Gambling, Betting, Supplements, Medicines, Weight loss products, Medical 

alternatives, MLM, Make money from home, Get rich schemes, Expressing negative views, Defamation, 

Slander, Product reviews, Unlocking the phone, Jailbreaking a phone, Vaping products, Alcohol, Tobacco, 

Marijuana, Racism, Violence, Selling social media traffic, Likes and Followers. 


